
PHYS 302 Spring 2014 2nd Homework Assignment. Due Wed March 5 at Lec-
ture.

The moment of inertia matrix I of a continuum rigid body has the following
entries in a cartesian co-ordinate system

Ixx =

∫ ∫ ∫
dxdydz d(x, y, z)

(
y2 + z2

)
Iyy =

∫ ∫ ∫
dxdydz d(x, y, z)

(
x2 + z2

)
Izz =

∫ ∫ ∫
dxdydz d(x, y, z)

(
x2 + y2

)
Ixy = Iyx = −

∫ ∫ ∫
dxdydz d(x, y, z) xy

Ixz = Izx = −
∫ ∫ ∫

dxdydz d(x, y, z) xz

Iyz = Izy = −
∫ ∫ ∫

dxdydz d(x, y, z) yz

For a homogeneous object the density function d(x, y, z) is zero outside the
body and it is M/V inside the body. Here M is the total mass of the object
and V is its volume. All the problems below deal with homogeneous densities
unless explicitly stated otherwise. You can invoke symmetry arguments BUT
YOU MUST STATE IT unambiguously.

1. Place the origin to the center of mass of a sphere of radius R and mass
M and calculate all the elements of I.

2. Place the origin to center of mass of a cube of sides L and mass M such
that your cartesian co-ordinate system is aligned with the symmetry axis of the
cube. Find all the elements of I.

3. Place the origin to the center of mass of a cylinder of radius R, height
L and mass M such that your cartesian co-ordinate system is aligned with the
symmetry axis of the cylinder. Find all the elements of I.

4. Place the origin to a corner of a cube of sides L and mass M such that
your cartesian co-ordinate system is aligned with the sides touching that corner.
Explicitly find all the elements of I and check the parallel axis theorem we have
mentioned in class.

5. Consider a sphere of radius R and mass M . You have calculated its
moment of inertia tensor for a co-ordinate system that has the origin on the
center of mass of the sphere. Now pick a cartesian co-ordinate system such that
the center of mass of the sphere is located at ~L = Lk̂. Find the elements of the
moment of inertia tensor for this new system. At the end assume L >> R and
interpret the behaviour in physical terms. Do you expect the same behaviour
for all the objects of V 1/3 much smaller than L? Why?

6. This section is an elaboration of what we were discussing in class albeit
only shortly. This is a directed exercise which I hope will do more than a mere
clarification, so keep reading and perform the asked steps.

Let us assume we have an inertial co-ordinate system described by time
independent unit vectors êa where a ∈ {1, 2, 3} and at rest (you can safely say
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that these are ı̂,̂ and k̂ standart unit vectors). So for all times we have

êa · êb = δab

êa × êb = εabcêc

Now let us also assume that there exists another co-ordinate system de-
scribed by unit vectors Êa. So for all times we have

Êa · Êb = δab

Êa × Êb = εabcÊc

And for simplicity assume that the origins of these coincide.
Let us have a vector defined as follows

~A = Aaêa

But this must also be equal to (so the vector is not just the components)

~A = ÃaÊa

Aa are called components with respect to êa and Ãa are called components with
respect to Êa. Now assuming you are given

êa · Êb ≡Mab

where Mab is a matrix, FIND the components Ãa in terms of Aa and Mab.
- As an explicit example let us confine ourselves to two dimensions. Now let

ê1 = ı̂ and ê2 = ̂. Let us have Ê1 = (̂ı+ ̂)/
√

2 and Ê2 = (−ı̂+ ̂)/
√

2.
Now assuming A1 = 1 and A2 = 0 FIND Ã1 and Ã2. Also explicitly FIND

the matrix Mab for this case.
Now let us complicate things a bit -just a bit-. Let us assume that we know

that the vector ~A is time independent in the inertial frame -that is those spanned
by ea. Since ea are also assumed to be time independent we see that Aa are time
independent. But now let us assume that the co-ordinate frame Êa is rotating.
Thus we have

~A = Ã(t)aÊa(t)

But we also know that the whole thing is time independent. Thus we have

dÃ(t)a
dt

Êa(t) + Ã(t)a
dÊa(t)

dt
= 0 (1)

The first part is a vector represented in terms of the unit vectors of the
rotating system thus it is fair to call it

(
d ~A

dt
)|rot

The problem is the second term in () since it involves the derivatives of
the unit vectors of the rotating system. To that end we must remember that
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rotations are performed via orthogonal matrices R that satisfy RTR = RRT = 1
-here 1 means 3x3 unit matrix. Thus we can safely say that the time dependence
is hidden in such a matrix and write

Ê(t)a = Rab(t)êa

Now I will omit indices for brevity and ask you to see the multiplications
formally. The above reads

Ê = R(t)ê

so that

dÊ

dt
=
dR(t)

dt
ê

but ê = RT (t)Ê and thus we finally arrive at the conclusion that

dÊ

dt
=
dR

dt
RT Ê

Defining

A ≡ dR

dt
RT

and converting to index notation we thus have

dÊa

dt
= AabÊb

Using the definition of A in terms of R and that RTR = RRT = 1 SHOW
that A is an anti-symmetric matrix that is

AT = −A

How many independent entries does a 3x3 antisymmetric matrix has? Your
answer should convince you that this matrix must have the following form -
another beauty of three dimensional rotations-

Aab ≡ εabcωc

Now we can go back to () and finalize the steps to argue that

0 = (
d ~A

dt
)|rot + ~ω × ~A

Now if on top of this we also know that the vector ~A changes in the inertial
system. Since our êa are time independent this can be due to only a time
dependence in Aa(t). So from the perspective of this observer we have

d ~A

dt
=
dA(t)a
dt

êa

And since this is expanded in terms of the unit vectors of the inertial observer
it is fair to call it
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d ~A

dt
|inert

Combining all these we have

d ~A

dt
|inert = (

d ~A

dt
)|rot + ~ω × ~A

As was argued. I have only used the convention of right-handedness of the
rotations in defining the anti-symmetric matrix Aab. But I wrote this a bit fast
so there can be some mistakes lurking around.

Moral of the story: ROTATIONS and CROSS PRODUCT are deeply related
in 3 dimensions.

7. This example might seem odd here but I believe that you will find it
illuminating in relation to this assignment. Consider the following figure.

The spring is at its rest position. The charges Q and q are positive and the
charge Q is increased in time somehow -say by bringin down charges along the
exact vertical. The question is the following: What is the critical value of Q
-keeping everything else constant- such that after this value is reached the mass
will be prone to move? Hint: Assume it has moved by a distance x from the
origin and study the form of the potential fucntion. Welcome to the world of
spontaneous symmetry breaking.

7. Read the chapter on non-inertial frames from Kleppner and Kolenkow.
And learn the form of the fictitious forces -centrifugal and Coriolis- when the
rotating frame has constant angular velocity.

8. This is problem 8.12 of Kleppner and Kolenkow (it was very famous last
season :)). But I will guide it a bit differently now. Consider the following figure

A pendulum is rigidly fixed to an axle held by two supports so that it can
swing only in a plane perpendicular to the axle. The pendulum consists of a
mass M attached to a massless rod of length l. The supports are mounted on
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a platform which rotates with constant angular velocity ~Ω = Ωk̂ as indicated.
Surely the whole thing is in a gravitational field ~g = −gk̂

a) Using the fictitious forces write down the equations of motion with respect
to the rotating disk. I find it easier to pick the origin to be at the point where
the pendulum meets the axle. Be careful about not forgetting to study the
Coriolis force even if it turns out to be immaterial for this problem. Give your
reasons.

b) Assume that Ω is as small as you like and find the frequency of small
amplitude oscillations of the pendulum.

c) Now imagine one increases Ω, what happens? Study in detail.
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